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Computer images

What you see What computer sees
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... ... ... ... . . .

• Images represented as matrices of intensity values (already seen
this in the digit classification problem)
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• For color images, image just contains three intensity matrices,
one for red, green, and blue channels

= + +

• Almost all the techniques presented here could be applied to
color images by applying them to their individual channels, but
it’s more common to just use grayscale images

• When we write mathematical forms, we’ll think of image pixels
being real-valued entries, even though they are typically e.g. 8
bit quantities in the images themselves
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This lecture

• This lecture will be about some basic methods that practitioners
use to “understand” images on a computer

• It will also be a (very brief) introduction to a tool used for
computer vision applications: OpenCV

http://opencv.org
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OpenCV basics

• Open/save/display an image

import numpy

import cv2

img = cv2.imread('camera.png',cv2.IMREAD GRAYSCALE)

img = cv2.imwrite('camera2.png',img)

cv2.imshow('image',img)

cv2.waitKey(0)

cv2.destroyAllWindows()

• Images are stored as normal numpy arrays

img[10:15,10:15] # returns 5x5 numpy array of uint8
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• Display video from camera

import numpy

import cv2

cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0)

while(True):

ret, frame = cap.read()

cv2.imshow(’frame’,frame)

if cv2.waitKey(1) > 0:

break

cap.release()

cv2.destroyAllWindows()
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Color to grayscale

• Because we typically work in grayscale, one of the more basic
image processing options to convert images from color to
grayscale

• A simple approach, averaging

Y = (R+G+B)/3

• However, there are alternatives

Lightness: Y = (max{R,G,B}+ min{R,G,B})/2,
Luminosity: Y = 0.21R+ 0.72G+ 0.07B

(where exact constants are subject to change, these ones and
following images are from GIMP documentation)
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• Average, lightness, luminosity for sunflower

Original Average Lightness Luminosity

• OpenCV command

gray = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR BGR2GRAY)

(uses luminosity transformation but with slightly different
weights)
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Convolutions

• Convolutions are one of the most basic image operations, and
form the foundation for many more involved approaches

• Written e.g. as the following −1 0 1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1

 ∗ Y
• The operation “slides” the left matrix over the entire image
Y ∈ Rm×n, sums the product of corresponding entries for each
position
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• Typically, separate operations for image “borders” so that
convolved image is the same size as original

• Usually use odd-sized convolutions, so that “center” pixels
correspond
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• Example: average pixels (blur)

H =
1

9

 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1


• Example: Gaussian blur

H =

 Gσ(−1,−1) Gσ(−1, 0) Gσ(−1, 1)
Gσ(0,−1) Gσ(0, 0) Gσ(0, 1)
Gσ(1,−1) Gσ(1, 0) Gσ(1, 1)


where

Gσ(x, y) =
1√
2πσ

exp{−(x2 + y2)/(2σ2)}
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Example: blur

Original image 5x5 averaging
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Example: Gaussian blur

Original image 7x7 Gaussian blur
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• As you would expect, OpenCV has built-in methods for general
convolution, blur and Gaussian blur

H = np.ones((5,5)/25.0

blurred1 = cv2.filter2D(gray, cv2.CV 8U, H);

blurred2 = cv2.blur(img,(5,5)))

gaussian blurred = cv2.GaussianBlur(img,(7,7),0))
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Aside: Fourier transform

• Fourier transform expresses image in terms of “frequencies”

Original image
Log frequency

magnitudes
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• A very nice property: convolution in image space is equivalent
to (elementwise) multiplication in frequency space

• Leads to procedure: apply FFT to convert image and filter to
frequency space, multiply, then apply inverse FFT to convert to
image space

• When filter is large, can be a big benefit, but for small filters,
better to just do convolution manually
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Image gradients and edge detection

• “Edges” in images represent one of the more interesting
properties we could extract

• Informally, we expect an edge to occur when there is a sudden
change in image intensity
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• If we think of images as two-dimensional functions f(x, y), then
we can think about the gradients of this function

∂f

∂x
,
∂f

∂y

• In practice, since images are discrete, we could approximate
these just using differences, i.e. to compute all x and y
gradients respectively, we could use the convolutions

Hx =
[
−1 1

]
, Hy =

[
−1
1

]
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• In practice, this simple difference is too noisy, a better
alternative is to first (Gaussian) blur the image, then take
differences

• We can do both of these using a single convolution: Sobel filters

3x3: Hx =

 −1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

 , Hx =

 −1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1



5x5: Hx =


−1 −2 0 2 1
−2 −3 0 3 2
−3 −5 0 5 3
−2 −3 0 3 2
−1 −2 0 2 1

 , Hy =


−1 −2 −3 −2 −1
−2 −3 −5 −3 −2
0 0 0 0 0
2 3 5 3 2
1 2 3 2 1
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Original image
Magnitude of gradient√(

∂f
∂x

)2
+
(
∂f
∂y

)2
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• OpenCV calls:

dfdx = cv2.Sobel(img, cv2.CV 64F, 1, 0, ksize=3)

dfdy = cv2.Sobel(img, cv2.CV 64F, 0, 1, ksize=3)
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Canny edge detector

• Extremely popular edge detection algorithm, compute image
gradients and then

1. Non-maximal suppression: only keep “ridges” of the gradient
magnitude

2. Ignore edges that are too small

3. Ignore edges that never reach high enough magnitude

edges = cv2.Canny(img, 100, 200)
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Original image Canny edges
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Image features

• In computer vision “features” correspond to patches of the
image that are “easy to identify”

Can you find these
patches in the image?
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• What makes a “good” feature?

• One possible answer: if we shift the window for an image patch
in any direction, it should look different from the original patch
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• Mathematically, let’s consider our image as a function again,
and look at all pixels inside some window W

• Define the function

EW (∆x,∆y) =
∑
x,y∈W

(f(x, y)− f(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y))2 (1)

• If EW (∆x,∆y) is big for small displacements ∆x,∆y in any
direction, the window is a good feature
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• For small displacements

f(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y) ≈ f(x, y) +
∂f(x, y)

∂x
∆x+

∂f(x, y)

∂y
∆y

so

EW (∆x,∆y) =
∑
x,y∈W

(f(x, y)− f(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y))2

≈
∑
x,y∈W

(
∂f(x, y)

∂x
∆x+

∂f(x, y)

∂y
∆y

)2

=
[

∆x ∆y
]
MW

[
∆x
∆y

]
where

MW =
∑
x,y∈W

 (
∂f(x,y)
∂x

)2
∂f(x,y)
∂x · ∂f(x,y)∂y

∂f(x,y)
∂x · ∂f(x,y)∂y

(
∂f(x,y)
∂y

)2
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• Again, want to find patches W where

EW (∆x,∆y) ≈
[

∆x ∆y
]
MW

[
∆x
∆y

]
is big for inputs in any direction ∆x,∆y

• Look at eigenvalues λ1, λ2 of MW ; if they are both large,
displaement in any direction will cause increase in E

– Harris corner detector: good feature if
det(MW )− k(trace(MW ))2 is above some threshold

– Shi-Tomasi corner detector: good feature if min(λ1, λ2) is above
some threshold
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Original image 50 Shi-Tomasi Features

• In OpenCV:

corners = cv2.goodFeaturesToTrack(gray,50,0.01,10)
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SIFT features (very briefly)

• Downside of Harris/Shi-Tomasi
features is that they are not invariant
to recsaling

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform,
(Lowe 2004): compute (something
similar to) these features, but at
multiple image scales

• Also computes feature descriptors, a
128-dimensional vector describing
histogram of image gradients at
feature points/scales
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Tracking features over time

• One of the most common tasks in images/video is to track how
features move across multiple images

• Consider image (video) now also as function of time f(x, y, t)

• For some point x, y (e.g., an image features) find displacement
∆x,∆y such that

f(x, y, t) = f(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y, t+ ∆t)
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• By first order expansion,

f(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y, t+ ∆t) ≈

f(x, y, z) +
∂f(x, y, t)

∂x
∆x+

∂f(x, y, t)

∂y
∆y +

∂f(x, y, t)

∂t
∆t

so we want to find ∆x,∆y such that

∂f(x, y, t)

∂x
∆x+

∂f(x, y, t)

∂y
∆y +

∂f(x, y, t)

∂t
∆t = 0

• Written a bit more compactly

∂f(x, y, t)

∂x
u+

∂f(x, y, t)

∂y
v = −∂f(x, y, t)

∂t

where u = ∆x/∆t, v = ∆y/∆t

• One equation and two unknowns
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Lucas-Kanade optical flow

• Assume that flow field is the same over small patch W (say,
centered around the feature) in an image

• Find u, v that solve optimization problem

minimize
u,v

∑
x,y∈W

(
∂f(x, y, t)

∂x
u+

∂f(x, y, t)

∂y
v +

∂f(x, y, t)

∂t

)2

• This is a least-squares problem, can be solved using a matrix
inverse

• In fact, quadratic term in u, v is the exact same MW matrix as
in feature detection: good features to track also give “good”
least-squares problems
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• Some tricks are needed to make this robust:

– Compute multiple optimal flow fields at different scalings of the
image (track larger differences)

– Track features/points across multiple frames

– Add/remove new features as necessary

• As usual, OpenCV has a fast method for doing this

corners = cv2.calcOpticalFlowPyrLK(img1, img2, points)
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Example: face detection

• How can we detect all the faces in an image?

• Seems less impressive than 10 years ago (our phones all do this
now), but here we’ll see how it’s done
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• Conceptually, this is a simple machine learning task

– Collect many images of faces and non-faces, scaled to some small
but reasonable size (24x24 is common)

– Use machine learning to learn a classifier for face/not-face

– Given new image, create new images at many different scales,
look at all 24x24 windows and classify each as face/not-face, add
non-maximal suppression

• What could possibly go wrong?
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• We need extremely high accuracy (very low false positive rate),
computed very quickly

• Linear classifier? (like you used for digit classification)

– Fast, but 90% accuracy isn’t going to cut it

• SIFT features and descriptors

– Very accurate, but much too slow
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Viola-Jones object detection

• (Viola and Jones, CVPR 2001)ACCEPTED CONFERENCE ON COMPUTER VISION AND PATTERN RECOGNITION 2001

Rapid Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of Simple
Features

Paul Viola Michael Jones
viola@merl.com mjones@crl.dec.com

Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs Compaq CRL
201 Broadway, 8th FL One Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02139 Cambridge, MA 02142

Abstract

This paper describes a machine learning approach for vi-
sual object detection which is capable of processing images
extremely rapidly and achieving high detection rates. This
work is distinguished by three key contributions. The first
is the introduction of a new image representation called the
“Integral Image” which allows the features used by our de-
tector to be computed very quickly. The second is a learning
algorithm, based on AdaBoost, which selects a small num-
ber of critical visual features from a larger set and yields
extremely efficient classifiers[6]. The third contribution is
a method for combining increasingly more complex classi-
fiers in a “cascade” which allows background regions of the
image to be quickly discarded while spending more compu-
tation on promising object-like regions. The cascade can be
viewed as an object specific focus-of-attention mechanism
which unlike previous approaches provides statistical guar-
antees that discarded regions are unlikely to contain the ob-
ject of interest. In the domain of face detection the system
yields detection rates comparable to the best previous sys-
tems. Used in real-time applications, the detector runs at
15 frames per second without resorting to image differenc-
ing or skin color detection.

1. Introduction
This paper brings together new algorithms and insights to
construct a framework for robust and extremely rapid object
detection. This framework is demonstrated on, and in part
motivated by, the task of face detection. Toward this end
we have constructed a frontal face detection system which
achieves detection and false positive rates which are equiv-
alent to the best published results [16, 12, 15, 11, 1]. This
face detection system is most clearly distinguished from
previous approaches in its ability to detect faces extremely
rapidly. Operating on 384 by 288 pixel images, faces are de-

tected at 15 frames per second on a conventional 700 MHz
Intel Pentium III. In other face detection systems, auxiliary
information, such as image differences in video sequences,
or pixel color in color images, have been used to achieve
high frame rates. Our system achieves high frame rates
working only with the information present in a single grey
scale image. These alternative sources of information can
also be integrated with our system to achieve even higher
frame rates.
There are three main contributions of our object detec-

tion framework. We will introduce each of these ideas
briefly below and then describe them in detail in subsequent
sections.
The first contribution of this paper is a new image repre-

sentation called an integral image that allows for very fast
feature evaluation. Motivated in part by the work of Papa-
georgiou et al. our detection system does not work directly
with image intensities [10]. Like these authors we use a
set of features which are reminiscent of Haar Basis func-
tions (though we will also use related filters which are more
complex than Haar filters). In order to compute these fea-
tures very rapidly at many scales we introduce the integral
image representation for images. The integral image can be
computed from an image using a few operations per pixel.
Once computed, any one of these Harr-like features can be
computed at any scale or location in constant time.
The second contribution of this paper is a method for

constructing a classifier by selecting a small number of im-
portant features using AdaBoost [6]. Within any image sub-
window the total number of Harr-like features is very large,
far larger than the number of pixels. In order to ensure fast
classification, the learning process must exclude a large ma-
jority of the available features, and focus on a small set of
critical features. Motivated by the work of Tieu and Viola,
feature selection is achieved through a simple modification
of the AdaBoost procedure: the weak learner is constrained
so that each weak classifier returned can depend on only a

1

• “Just” a set of good features and ways to speed up ML
algorithms for face detection (9,000+ citations)

• ... like SIFT was “just” a set of good images features and
descriptions (27,000+ citations)
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Haar features

• A type of feature that is good at capturing relevant
characteristics and easy to compute

Edge Features: Line Features:

Rectangle Features:

• These features take the sum of
all pixels in white area, minus
sum of all pixels in black area
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• Quickly compute Haar features (at any image scale) through
integral image

f̄(x, y) =
∑
x′≤x
y′≤y

f(x′, y′)

• Then∑
x1≤x′≤x2
y1≤x′≤y2

f(x′, y′) = f̄(x2, y2) + f̄(x1, y1)− f̄(x1, y2)− f̄(x2, y1)

• Upshot: any Haar feature at any scale can be computed in a
constant number of operations
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Fast classification

• Still have 180,000+ Haar
features for each 24x24
region (most of these are
uninteresting)

• Use boosted decision
stumps to extract 5,000
most relevant features

• Use “cascade” of classifiers
that can quickly reject many
regions using far fewer
features

Given example images where
for negative and positive examples respec-

tively.

Initialize weights for respec-
tively, where and are the number of negatives and
positives respectively.

For :

1. Normalize the weights,

so that is a probability distribution.

2. For each feature, , train a classifier which
is restricted to using a single feature. The
error is evaluated with respect to ,

.

3. Choose the classifier, , with the lowest error .

4. Update the weights:

where if example is classified cor-
rectly, otherwise, and .

The final strong classifier is:

otherwise

where

Table 1: The AdaBoost algorithm for classifier learn-
ing. Each round of boosting selects one feature from the
180,000 potential features.

number of features are retained (perhaps a few hundred or
thousand).

3.2. Learning Results
While details on the training and performance of the final
system are presented in Section 5, several simple results
merit discussion. Initial experiments demonstrated that a
frontal face classifier constructed from 200 features yields
a detection rate of 95% with a false positive rate of 1 in
14084. These results are compelling, but not sufficient for
many real-world tasks. In terms of computation, this clas-
sifier is probably faster than any other published system,
requiring 0.7 seconds to scan an 384 by 288 pixel image.
Unfortunately, the most straightforward technique for im-
proving detection performance, adding features to the clas-
sifier, directly increases computation time.
For the task of face detection, the initial rectangle fea-

tures selected by AdaBoost are meaningful and easily inter-
preted. The first feature selected seems to focus on the prop-
erty that the region of the eyes is often darker than the region

Figure 3: The first and second features selected by Ad-
aBoost. The two features are shown in the top row and then
overlayed on a typical training face in the bottom row. The
first feature measures the difference in intensity between the
region of the eyes and a region across the upper cheeks. The
feature capitalizes on the observation that the eye region is
often darker than the cheeks. The second feature compares
the intensities in the eye regions to the intensity across the
bridge of the nose.

of the nose and cheeks (see Figure 3). This feature is rel-
atively large in comparison with the detection sub-window,
and should be somewhat insensitive to size and location of
the face. The second feature selected relies on the property
that the eyes are darker than the bridge of the nose.

4. The Attentional Cascade
This section describes an algorithm for constructing a cas-
cade of classifiers which achieves increased detection per-
formance while radically reducing computation time. The
key insight is that smaller, and therefore more efficient,
boosted classifiers can be constructed which reject many of
the negative sub-windows while detecting almost all posi-
tive instances (i.e. the threshold of a boosted classifier can
be adjusted so that the false negative rate is close to zero).
Simpler classifiers are used to reject the majority of sub-
windows before more complex classifiers are called upon
to achieve low false positive rates.
The overall form of the detection process is that of a de-

generate decision tree, what we call a “cascade” (see Fig-
ure 4). A positive result from the first classifier triggers the
evaluation of a second classifier which has also been ad-
justed to achieve very high detection rates. A positive result
from the second classifier triggers a third classifier, and so
on. A negative outcome at any point leads to the immediate
rejection of the sub-window.
Stages in the cascade are constructed by training clas-

sifiers using AdaBoost and then adjusting the threshold to
minimize false negatives. Note that the default AdaBoost
threshold is designed to yield a low error rate on the train-
ing data. In general a lower threshold yields higher detec-
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Figure 4: Schematic depiction of a the detection cascade.
A series of classifiers are applied to every sub-window. The
initial classifier eliminates a large number of negative exam-
ples with very little processing. Subsequent layers eliminate
additional negatives but require additional computation. Af-
ter several stages of processing the number of sub-windows
have been reduced radically. Further processing can take
any form such as additional stages of the cascade (as in our
detection system) or an alternative detection system.

tion rates and higher false positive rates.

For example an excellent first stage classifier can be con-
structed from a two-feature strong classifier by reducing the
threshold to minimize false negatives. Measured against a
validation training set, the threshold can be adjusted to de-
tect 100% of the faces with a false positive rate of 40%. See
Figure 3 for a description of the two features used in this
classifier.

Computation of the two feature classifier amounts to
about 60 microprocessor instructions. It seems hard to
imagine that any simpler filter could achieve higher rejec-
tion rates. By comparison, scanning a simple image tem-
plate, or a single layer perceptron, would require at least 20
times as many operations per sub-window.

The structure of the cascade reflects the fact that
within any single image an overwhelming majority of sub-
windows are negative. As such, the cascade attempts to re-
ject as many negatives as possible at the earliest stage pos-
sible. While a positive instance will trigger the evaluation
of every classifier in the cascade, this is an exceedingly rare
event.

Much like a decision tree, subsequent classifiers are
trained using those examples which pass through all the
previous stages. As a result, the second classifier faces a
more difficult task than the first. The examples which make
it through the first stage are “harder” than typical exam-
ples. The more difficult examples faced by deeper classi-
fiers push the entire receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve downward. At a given detection rate, deeper classi-
fiers have correspondingly higher false positive rates.

4.1. Training a Cascade of Classifiers
The cascade training process involves two types of trade-
offs. In most cases classifiers with more features will
achieve higher detection rates and lower false positive rates.
At the same time classifiers with more features require more
time to compute. In principle one could define an optimiza-
tion framework in which: i) the number of classifier stages,
ii) the number of features in each stage, and iii) the thresh-
old of each stage, are traded off in order to minimize the
expected number of evaluated features. Unfortunately find-
ing this optimum is a tremendously difficult problem.
In practice a very simple framework is used to produce

an effective classifier which is highly efficient. Each stage
in the cascade reduces the false positive rate and decreases
the detection rate. A target is selected for the minimum
reduction in false positives and the maximum decrease in
detection. Each stage is trained by adding features until the
target detection and false positives rates are met ( these rates
are determined by testing the detector on a validation set).
Stages are added until the overall target for false positive
and detection rate is met.

4.2. Detector Cascade Discussion
The complete face detection cascade has 38 stages with over
6000 features. Nevertheless the cascade structure results in
fast average detection times. On a difficult dataset, con-
taining 507 faces and 75 million sub-windows, faces are
detected using an average of 10 feature evaluations per sub-
window. In comparison, this system is about 15 times faster
than an implementation of the detection system constructed
by Rowley et al.3 [12]
A notion similar to the cascade appears in the face de-

tection system described by Rowley et al. in which two de-
tection networks are used [12]. Rowley et al. used a faster
yet less accurate network to prescreen the image in order to
find candidate regions for a slower more accurate network.
Though it is difficult to determine exactly, it appears that
Rowley et al.’s two network face system is the fastest exist-
ing face detector.4
The structure of the cascaded detection process is es-

sentially that of a degenerate decision tree, and as such is
related to the work of Amit and Geman [1]. Unlike tech-
niques which use a fixed detector, Amit and Geman propose
an alternative point of view where unusual co-occurrences
of simple image features are used to trigger the evaluation
of a more complex detection process. In this way the full
detection process need not be evaluated at many of the po-
tential image locations and scales. While this basic insight

3Henry Rowley very graciously supplied us with implementations of
his detection system for direct comparison. Reported results are against
his fastest system. It is difficult to determine from the published literature,
but the Rowley-Baluja-Kanade detector is widely considered the fastest
detection system and has been heavily tested on real-world problems.

4Other published detectors have either neglected to discuss perfor-
mance in detail, or have never published detection and false positive rates
on a large and difficult training set.

5
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Take home points

• Computer vision studies how computers can “understand” the
content of images

• The “general” vision problem is extremely challenging, but many
“simple” operations can reveal a surprisingly large amount of
information about images

• Lots of these items have been implemented already, a good idea
to use existing software package
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